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systems in the Slit1/2 double knockout and other mutant tebrates (Sanes and Lichtman, 1999; Schaefer and No-
net, 2001; Tao and Poo, 2001). Physiological, molecular,mice may reveal the answer.
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linesterase inhibitor aldicarb (Miller et al., 1996). Virtually
every C. elegans mutant that disrupts a component as-
sociated with the synaptic release apparatus shows
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siveness a potent indirect assay for synaptic dysfunc-
tion. Likewise, aex-1 mutants exhibit reduced sensitivity
to the cholinesterase inhibitor aldicarb, suggesting that
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synaptic development, maintenance, and plasticity; Mechanistically, the alteration in presynaptic function
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rish et al., 1999). In aex-1 mutants, UNC-13S localization Though these observations do not identify the retro-
is disrupted, suggesting that AEX-1 regulates synaptic grade signal, they are consistent with it consisting of a
activity via a G-coupled signaling pathway. Furthermore, secreted peptide.
AEX-1 appears to function in this pathway upstream of In summary, Doi and Iwasaki have provided the out-
the G protein EGL-30 Gq, since the UNC-13S localiza- lines of a retrograde signaling pathway that is ripe to
tion can be restored in aex-1 mutants by activation of be further dissected using genetic approaches. Several
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relatively robust case for AEX-1 in regulating synaptic utility of this model pathway will be clear. Most pressing
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than those associated with disruption of the vast major- physiological consequences of aex-1 retrograde signal-
ity of previously defined synaptic components. Further- ing? What regulates release of the signal? Is the signal
more, though Doi and Iwasaki document that GABAergic released in a constitutive or regulated fashion? How
presynaptic terminals and some postsynaptic receptors many distinct retrograde signals operate at these syn-
are normally localized, it remains possible that the de- apses? And, finally, how is the release of this retrograde
fects in aex-1 mutants are a consequence of subtle signal coordinated with other retrograde signals? One
abnormalities in neuromuscular junction development promising approach towards solving these questions
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Though AEX-1 is implicated in regulating a retrograde
signal, little is known about the nature of that signal. To Chat in the Trophic Web:define the signal, the authors turned to aex-5, another
NGF Activates Retmutant identified in the screen for defecation mutants
(Thomas, 1990). aex-5 encodes a member of the propro- by Inter-RTK Signaling
tein convertase family that processes secreted proteins
en route through the Golgi apparatus (Thacker and Rose,
2000). Like aex-1 mutants, aex-5 mutants also exhibit
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